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Teatro Argentina 

"Great Varied Progamming"

This is one of the oldest theaters in Rome. It was built in 1732 by the

architect Theoldi on commission from the Sforza Cesarini family and has

been restored many times over the years. It became the premises of the

Teatro Sabile company of Rome in 1994, currently directed by Mario

Martone. By means of collaboration with other Italian companies, and as a

result of the interesting technical possibilities the stage offers, the

program is varied, with some large-scale productions. Cultural initiatives,

such as conferences, debates and the reading of classical texts, often take

place during the winter months in its foyer.

 +39 06 6 8400 0311  www.teatrodiroma.net/  giulia@teatrodiroma.net  Largo Torre Argentina 52,

Rome

 by Anne Varak   

Casa delle Culture 

"Artistic Inclusion & Beyond!"

This local cultural center invites social inclusion, hoping to promote open-

mindedness though art. It hosts various events, including exhibitions,

social gatherings, round tables, operas, dance and singing concerts, and

all kinds of performances, all in the name of ending discrimination. The

decor of this place is grand with elegant chandeliers and lighting. Holding

a capacity of more than 150 guests, this place is used for entertainment

with huge audiences. To plan an event, know schedules and more

information, call ahead or check out the website.

 +39 06 5833 3253  casadelleculture@interfree.it  Via San Crisogono 47, Rome

 by Pask00 at Italian

Wikipedia   

Teatro dell'Opera 

"Opera & Classical Dance"

Founded in the late 19th Century by the entrepreneur Costanzi, this

theater was for a long time considered to be one of the most prestigious

opera theaters in Europe. Having gone through some difficult years, the

Teatro dell'Opera has recently returned to its status as a primary venue for

opera, ballet and symphonic music seasons. During the summer, opera is

staged at the lovely Terme di Caracalla or the beautiful Piazza di Siena in

the Villa Borghese gardens.

 +39 06 48 1601  www.operaroma.it/  Piazza Beniamino Gigli 1, Rome
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Big Mama 

"For The Jazz & Blues!"

Located in Trastevere which is considered one of the most romantic

neighborhoods in Rome, Big Mama is much appreciated. This is a favorite

with lovers of blues, jazz and funk. International stars such as Jeff Healey,

Archie Shepp, Allan Holdsworth, Mike Stern and Joe Zawinul have

performed here. The room resembles a cave and small corridors lead you

into various rooms until you reach the small stage on which the artists

perform. To know more about events, schedules, and reservations, call

ahead.

 +39 06 581 2551  www.bigmama.it/  Vicolo San Francesco a Ripa 18, Rome
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Silvano Toti Globe Theatre 

"For Love of Theater"

A vibrant theater and a hot spot for performing of arts, is a vast space

which can accommodate more than 400 guests. Beautiful balconies

accessible through walkways, provide a panoramic view of the dramas

and plays. Theater-lovers throng the place and get their tickets booked in

advance.

 +39 06 06 0608  www.globetheatreroma.com/  Largo Aqua Felix, Rome

 by Denise Jans on Unsplash   

Teatro Vascello 

"Experimental Theater & Dance"

Teatro Vascello is a modern theater run by Manuela Kustermann and

Giancarlo Nanni. It is best known for its experimental theatrical and dance

shows. In its comfortable surroundings, with good acoustics and excellent

stage visibility, it often hosts multimedia shows, international avant-garde

classics, new dramas, conferences and debates on civil issues. The little

ones in your family need not be left behind, for there are many shows

organized for them.

 +39 06 588 1021  www.teatrovascello.it/  promozione@teatrovascell

o.it

 Via Giacinto Carini 78, Rome

 by Lalupa   

Accademia Filarmonica Romana 

"World of Chamber Music"

The Accademia was established in 1821 and still looks the same today. For

a long time it was used as a cinema-theater. Now it mostly offers mostly

chamber music, but some performances even involve a bit of dance. Some

performances take place in Teatro Olimpico, while others are held in the

Sala Casella. Concerts by the likes of Mischa Maisky and Angelika

Kirchschlager have been held here. The Academy holds singing and

musical education classes during the winter.

 +39 06 320 1752  www.filarmonicaromana.o

rg/

 info@filarmonicaromana.or

g

 Via Flaminia 118, Rome

 by Lalupa   

Casa del Jazz 

"House of Jazz"

Owned and managed by the City of Rome, La Casa del Jazz is one of the

best Jazz venues in Italy. A 150-seat auditorium is located inside the

arched Villa Patronale, where concerts, conferences, and screenings are

held, alongside a media library open to the public, bookshop, and cafe.

Local and internationally-acclaimed musicians are welcomed here, where

concerts are intimate but well-attended. Apart from its commercial and

cultural functions, Casa del Jazz provides a platform for upcoming artists,
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who are encouraged by the management to play on its distinguished

stage from time to time.

 +39 06 70 4731  casadeljazz.com/  c.querrieripaleotti@palaexp

o.it

 Viale di Porta Ardeatina 55,

Rome

 by Frank Stahlberg 

Teatro India 

"An Escapade to Fantasy"

Arched hallways, ornate entrances, scenic front-yard, roof covered with

dark-fire bricks, accommodating spaces...Cinderella's ball? A theater along

the river, sticking out like an elegant swan is more likely the answer to the

larger-than-life description about Teatro India. A former factory, Teatro

India is what remains of an industrial takeover in the past. The landscape

theater is the convergence spot where real life meets reel life. Truth meets

fiction and takes you on a never-ending and captivating journey of human

emotions and well-crafted plays. The theater is also a perfect setting for

conferences and events.

 +39 06 6 8400 0325  www.teatrodiroma.net/do

c/3170/teatro-india

 giulia@teatrodiroma.net  Lungotevere Vittorio

Gassman 1, già lungotevere

dei Papareschi, Rome
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Istituzione Universitaria dei

Concerti 

"Classical Concerts by Emerging Stars"

Istituzione Universitaria dei Concerti has, over the years, become an

excellent musical point of reference in Rome. It offers up-and-coming

musicians the chance to give concerts and solo performances to a wide

audience in order to win wider fame. Concerts by the likes of Richard

Galliano, Roberto Cominati, Angela Hewitt and Daniil Trifonov have been

held here.

 +39 06 361 0051  www.concertiiuc.it/  botteghino@ituzioneuniver

sitariadeiconcerti.it

 Lungotevere Flaminio 50,

Rome

 by Roberto Ventre   

Auditorium Parco della Musica -

Cavea 

"Famous Music Venue"

The Parco della Musica-Cavea Auditorium hosts a series of concerts,

festivals, events and other shows every year. It brings in some famous

performers like Diana Ross, Joe Jackson and Jim Hall. 'Flamenco', 'Luglio

Suona Bene' and 'PianoSolo' are three of the musical festivals held at the

Auditorium each year. The Auditorium brings in a cross cultural mix of

musical tastes from ballet to opera to jazz. For the best performances in

Rome, visit the Auditorium while tickets are still available.

 +39 06 8024 1281  www.auditorium.com/  info@musicaperroma.it  Viale Pietro de Coubertin 30,

Rome
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Fonderia delle Arti 

"Artistic Courses & Events"

Fonderia delle Arti offers enthusiasts of various artistic forms, ranging

across acting, dancing, photography, painting and singing, a platform to

hone their talents. Established in 2006 by Maurizio Boco, this old foundry

was transformed into an artistic space to be used as a school, theater,

concert hall and more. It is a very popular place since the prices for the

classes and events are affordable. Check the website for schedule of

events, and do visit this place to watch an entertaining performance.

 +39 06 784 2112  www.fonderiadellearti.co

m/

 info@fonderiadellearti.com  Via Assisi 31, Rome

 by Alan Cleaver   

Teatro Greco 

"Culturally Enriching Entertainment"

If culturally enriching entertainment is what you seek, Teatro Greco is an

ideal venue. You get to witness some wonderful contemporary dance

performances, and many musical productions are also performed. Many

relatively unknown writers are given the chance to put their stories before

a large audience. This venue also plays host to 'Festa della Danza' on

occasion.

 +39 06 86 7513  teatrogreco.weebly.com/  promozione@teatrogreco.it  Via Ruggero Leoncavallo 10,

Rome

 by Mark Thompson on 
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Abraxa Teatro 

"Experimental Theater"

Built inside the Villa Flora gardens in the 1980s, it is run by an

experimental group who see the theater as a way of communication and

contact with the society. The actors rely heavily on their physical and

vocal energy, improvising on the stage rather than acting; organizing

workshops, rehearsals and demonstrations. They often do street

performances that take place entirely on stilts.

 +39 06 6574 4441  www.abraxa.it/  abraxateatro@abraxa.it  Via Portuense 610, Rome

 by kpr2   

Lanificio 

"Art Factory"

Lanificio is an art hub that houses a creative space, kitchen and music

performance venue that represents the cultural and creative side of Rome.

It covers a broad spectrum of art forms and does not restrict itself to a

particular art faculty, music, performing arts, digital media, visual arts and

the list is endless. Lanificio provides an open canvas to artists/performers

to freely express their unique ideas and thoughts. The entertaining

events, shows, seminars, workshops, group activities, art expositions

make for a vivid and interesting calendar. Not just that, this venue also

conducts training sessions and programs for amateur artists. For more

details, check website.

 +39 06 4179 5350  www.lanificio.com/  via di Pietralata 159/A, Rome
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